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Vesicoureteral reflux and bladder dysfunction
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Abstract: The relationship between vesicoureteral reflux and bladder dysfunction is inseparable and has 
long been emphasized. However, the primary concern of all physicians treating patients with vesicoureteral 
reflux is the prevention of renal scarring and eventual deterioration of renal function. 

Bladder dysfunction, urinary tract infection and vesicoureteral reflux are the three important factors 
which are closely related to each other and contribute to the formation of renal scar. Especially, there 
is ongoing discussion regarding the role of bladder dysfunction in the prognosis of both medically and 
surgically treated vesicoureteral reflux. The effect of bladder dysfunction on VUR is mostly via inadequate 
sphincter relaxation during infancy which is closer to immature bladder dyscoordination rather than true 
dysfunction. But after toilet training, functional obstruction caused by voluntary sphincter constriction 
during voiding is responsible through elevation in bladder pressure, thus distorting the architecture of 
bladder and ureterovesical junction. Reports suggest that voiding phase abnormalities in lower urinary tract 
dysfunction contributes to lower spontaneous resolution rate of VUR. However, filling phase abnormalities 
such as involuntary detrusor contraction can also cause VUR even in the absence of dysfunctional voiding. 
With regards to the effect of bladder dysfunction on treatment, meta-analysis reveals that the cure rate of 
VUR following endoscopic treatment is less in children with bladder bowel dysfunction but there is no 
difference for open surgery. 

The pathophysiology of bladder dysfunction associated with UTI can be explained by the ‘milk-back’ 
of contaminated urine back into the bladder and significant residual urine resulting from functional outlet 
obstruction. In addition, involuntary detrusor contraction can decrease perfusion of the bladder mucosa 
thus decreasing mucosal immunity and creating a condition prone to UTI. In terms of renal scarring, 
dysfunctional voiding seems to be more closely related to renal damage in association with VUR than 
overactive bladder. However, studies show that UTI can induce renal scarring even without VUR present 
and urodynamic abnormalities are quite often detected in these cases. Whether reflux of sterile urine in 
bladder dysfunction can cause significant renal scarring, especially when intrarenal reflux is present remains 
controversial. Another issue that warrants further research is the direct relationship between bladder 
dysfunction and renal scarring, since some reports suggest that these two conditions share a common 
genotype.

Recently some studies have suggest VUR as a causal factor of bladder dysfunction, supported by the 
fact that bladder dysfunction resolves after injection therapy of VUR. Further study with more objective 
evaluation of bladder dysfunction may be needed. 
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Introduction

When Hinman and Baumann f i rs t  descr ibed the 
relationship of bladder dysfunction and VUR back in 1976, 
they suggested that reflux may be secondary to vesical 
incoordination and that a technically well-performed repair 
of the reflux can result in persistent infection, malfunction of 
the UVJ and more damage to the upper urinary tract (1-7). 
It is widely accepted that bladder dysfunction can lead to 
increased risk of UTI, the risk getting even higher if there 
is reflux present. Many clinicians incorporate evaluation 
and treatment of voiding dysfunction when treating VUR 
either medically or surgically. In this article, the influence 
of bladder dysfunction on VUR and vice versa will be 
discussed along with its effect on renal scarring.

Bladder dysfunction and vesicoureteral reflux

The reported prevalence of bladder dysfunction in a 
VUR population varies. When diagnosed using invasive 
urodynamic investigations, higher figures were generally 
found (38-75%) in contrast to what was seen when 
nonurodynamic investigations such as questionnaires 
were used (18-52%) (8) Through a retrospective review 
of urodynamic studies in 75 infants with primary VUR, 
Chandra suggested that high intravesical pressures 
contribute to the development and severity of VUR, and 
that high voiding detrusor pressure in some infants with 
primary VUR may be related to inadequate relaxation of 
the external urethral sphincter (9). In a normal immature 
bladder, maximum voiding pressure is higher than maturity 
and asynchronous detrusor/sphincter activity is quite 
often noted (Figure 1). The detrusor contraction against a 
partially opened or closed urethral sphincter results in high 
bladder pressure and might affect the occurrence of VUR 
depending on the competence of the UVJ. However, such 
dyscoordination in the infant bladder is not considered 
as true bladder dysfunction since it is literally under 
maturation and explains why many infants grow out of their 
VUR.

After bladder control, bladder dysfunction is characterized 
by functional obstruction during voiding due to voluntary 
constriction of the urinary sphinter during bladder 
contraction and this is believed to be an abnormal, learned 
response to uncontrolled bladder contractions (10). 
Functional obstruction and resultant elevation in bladder 
pressure can lead to changes in the anatomy and function 
of the bladder and ureterovesical junction, resulting in 

production and persistence of VUR.
 Many reports suggest that isolated overactive bladder 

(OAB) may be a dysfunction with little influence on 
spontaneous VUR resolution, implicating that OAB is a 
milder lower urinary tract dysfunction than voiding phase 
problems. But in some children, involuntary detrusor 
contractions during bladder filling may cause intermittent 
VUR while reflux does not occur during voiding (Figure 2). 
When children with VUR grade III-IV were investigated 
for LUT function by noninvasive methods, Sillen et al. 
noted that voiding phase problems at follow up were 
associated with persistent VUR in children with lower 
urinary tract dysfunction, as noted previously in studies of 
older children with dysfunctional elimination syndrome, 
dysfunctional voiding and dilated bladder dysfunction but 
not isolated OAB (1).

In terms of surgical outcome, the rate of cure following 
endoscopic therapy is reported to be less in children with 
than without bladder bowel dysfunction (BBD) but there is 
no difference for open surgery (2). However, in review of 
the literature, one can find numerous reports that ureteral 
reimplantation into an abnormally functioning bladder 
can be unsuccessful, probably due to same reasons that 
cause abnormality of the UVJ and VUR (11). The rate of 
postoperative UTI is also known to be greater in children 
with (22%) than without (5%) BBD (2). Such study results 
strongly support that urodynamic evaluation can provide 
valuable information regarding the diagnosis, treatment 
and prognosis of children with VUR, especially in older 
children who might have learned to compensate and control 
symptoms of bladder dysfunction. Koff et al. found that up 
to 30% of children with uninhibited bladder contractions 
do not present incontinence because they contract their 
sphincters strong enough, but at the expense of increased 
intravesical pressure. Simultaneous treatment for bladder 
dysfunction consisting of pharmacotherapy or biofeedback 
can be effective in the spontaneous resolution of VUR or in 
achieving optimal results of anti-reflux surgery.

Bladder dysfunction and urinary tract infection

It is well known that bladder dysfunction is associated with 
increased rate of UTI with and without reflux. 

Urodynamic study in 52 children with febrile UTI with 
photopenic lesions on renal scintigraphy but no evidence of 
VUR on voiding cystourethrogram showed abnormalities 
such as high filling pressures, high pressure uninhibited 
contractions, high voiding pressures and discoordinated 
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voiding in 93% (12).
Increased rate of breakthrough infections in spite of 

continuous antibiotic prophylaxis have been documented in 
children with VUR and bladder dysfunction. 

Girls with dysfunctional voiding are a subset of patients 
who can be predisposed to the development of UTI. 
Dysfunctional voiding is characterized by increased sphincter 
activity during the voiding phase which can cause ‘milk-
back’ of bacteria into the bladder and subsequent UTI (3). 
Moreover, beak sign and after contraction are quite often 
found on video urodynamic studies of patients with UTI 
and/or voiding dysfunction. Another finding that can be 
seen in girls is partial coverage of the urethral meatus 

which deflects the urine stream towards the clitoris (Figure 3). 
Such phenomenon can cause dysfunctional voiding by 
contraction of the sphincter along with the pelvic muscles 
as a result of direct stimulation of the clitoris or by refluxing 
urine back into the vagina after hitting the clitoris.

 In addition to milk-back of urine, involuntary 
contractions or excessive sphincter contraction during 
voiding results in increased intravesical pressure which may 
be responsible for mucosal ischemia (13). This can lead to 
decrease in mucosal immunity and thus increase the risk of 
UTI. Increased incidence of cystitis has been reported in 
children with dysfunctional voiding even after spontaneous 
disappearance or surgery of reflux (14).

Figure 1 Video-urodynamic study of a 2 month-old boy. A. Asymmetrical bladder contraction is seen along with left GIII 
vesicoureteral reflux during voiding; B. Multiple idiopathic detrusor contractions are seen during filling with increased 
sphincter activity. The detrusor pressure rises above 100 cmH2O during contractions.
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 Another risk factor for UTI in bladder dysfunction is 
residual urine. Even small volumes of residual urine can 
increase the risk of UTI and make treatment more difficult 
in adults, as well as in children with symptomatic bacteriuria 
and Lidefelt and co-workers have noted significant 
difference in residual urine volumes between children with 

acute cystitis and healthy controls (15). In patients with 
high grade reflux, the amount of refluxed urine returning 
to the bladder can be significant. However, it is not clear 
whether residual urine is a cause or a consequence of UTI, 
but it certainly seems to be associated with increased risk of 
recurrent UTI. 

C

A B

Figure 2 Video-urodynamic study of a 5 year-old male with history of urinary tract infection. A. Right GII VUR occurring with involuntary 
contractions during the filling phase; B. However VUR does not occur during voiding; C. Cystometry reveals multiple idiopathic detrusor 
contractions during filling (black arrow). 
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Bladder dysfunction and renal scarring

VUR with UTI and bladder dysfunction

The cause-and-effect relationship is not absolutely clear but 
it is unanimous that VUR, UTI and bladder dysfunction 
all play a role in the development of renal scars. Increased 
bladder pressure transmitted to the kidney in the presence 
of reflux can be crucial in the pathogenesis of reflux 
nephropathy. Correlations between the appearance or 
severity of renal scarring and urodynamically detected 
bladder dysfunction in children with VUR have been 
reported (16,17). Breakthrough infection defined as 
development of an infection during antibiotic prophylaxis 
can cause new scarring, even when the infection is afebrile 
and asymptomatic according to some reports. The incidence 
of breakthrough infection is more common in children 
with voiding dysfunction up to four times when compared 
to those without history of voiding dysfunction (18,19), 
suggesting the need for double antibiotic prophylaxis.

From the literature, it seems that dysfunctional voiding 
is more closely related to renal scarring than overactive 
bladder. Griffiths reported that in children with poor 
voiding contraction and urethral sphincter overactivity, the 
reflux is usually bilateral in spite of the stable bladder and 
reflux nephropathy was relatively common (20).

UTI without VUR

Whether sterile VUR under antibiotic chemoprophlaxis 
affects the development or aggravation of renal scars has 
been under debate. The report of the International Reflux 
Study Committee seems to add weight to the fact that 
renal scarring is almost always associated with urinary tract 
infection in clinical studies (21). On the contrary, McLorie 

et al. have concluded that renal parenchymal injury can 
occur while children are under surveillance and prophylactic 
antibiotics in their analysis of observational therapy in 
high grade VUR (22). Moreover, experimental studies by 
Hodson in porcine models showed that sterile reflux can 
lead to renal scars via intrarenal reflux (23). The exact role 
of intrarenal reflux is still controversial as many authors 
including Roberts et al. have reported that in surgically 
produced high pressure VUR, intrarenal reflux itself did not 
cause decrease in renal function in absence of UTI (24). But 
in study of infant monkeys which may have incompetent 
ureter opposed to the adult animal models, Mendoza et al. 
have found that high pressure reflux occurring in functional 
or mechanical outlet obstruction of the bladder was 
sufficient for the deterioration of renal function by means 
of increased tubular pressure and subsequent decrease in 
glomerular filtration pressure and blood flow to the efferent 
arterioles (4). The significance of intrarenal reflux in the 
absence of UTI is yet to be elucidated. 

Another controversial is renal scarring as a result of 
UTI in association with bladder dysfunction without 
evident VUR. In a review of infants aged <1 year, Preda et 
al. noted among 149 patients with abnormal DMSA scans 
VUR was not detected in 105 (71%) (25). Possible theories 
include the hematogenous spread of infection, ascending 
pyelonephritis in the absence of reflux that could be seen in 
experimental studies with monkeys (26) and transient VUR 
that occurs during acute infection (27). Abnormal bladder 
function may be accompanied in these conditions, acting as 
one of the causal factors in the development of renal scar.

Bladder dysfunction and renal scar

Embryologically, VUR and renal anomaly can be induced by 

Figure 3 Urethral web in a 4 year old girl with frequent UTI. A. Urethral web is seen in the 6 o’clock direction of the urethral 
meatus; B. Urine stream is directed towards the clitoris; C. Urethrovaginal reflux can be seen on voiding cystourehtrogram.
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an anomaly in the ureteric bud region. Since the bladder 
outlet is also formed by such embryological structures, 
the dysfunction of the bladder might theoretically have 
the same origin (27) Studies have suggested DD genotype 
of angiotensin converting enzyme gene as a genetic 
susceptibility factor contributing to parenchymal damage 
(28,29). Kostic and co-workers found that some children 
may have genetic predisposition to renal scar development 
and found ACE I/D gene polymorphism as an independent 
determinant for the development of parenchymal damage 
in patients with bladder dysfunction (30). However, 
evidence is scarce and further research is needed to 
determine the direct genetic association between the two 
conditions.

VUR as a cause of bladder dysfunction

Vesicoureteral reflux has been recently suggested as a 
causative factor for bladder dysfunction which means that 
treatment of the reflux may cure bladder dysfunction in 
some patients. According to Lackgren’s report, bladder 
dysfunction was resolved in 29 (59%) of 54 VUR patients 
with associated bladder dysfunction following injection 
therapy alone (5). Bladder dysfunction was determined 
through questionnaire and charts in this study. But as 
previously mentioned, not all bladder dysfunction are 
symptomatic and the percentage of resolved bladder 
dysfunction may turn out to be lower if urodynamic 
studies were performed. Although VUR can be speculated 
as the cause of bladder dysfunction, it certainly cannot 
be applied to all patients who have both conditions and 
additional data will be needed to explain those in whom 
bladder dysfunction persists in spite of disappearance of 
reflux. 

Conclusions

The fact that bladder dysfunction could develop and affect 
the resolution of VUR has been established by many 
authors. However, one should always be aware that bladder 
dysfunction may cause UTI and subsequent renal scarring 
even without VUR. Meanwhile, aggressive anti-reflux 
treatment should not be hesitated if the child fails to stay 
UTI-free since VUR in combination with UTI are the 
main causes of renal scarring, especially in patients with 
bladder dysfunction. Surveillance of bladder dysfunction 
even after spontaneous or surgical resolution of VUR is 
warranted. 
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